WRITERS HELPING WRITERS
INSIDE A BOOK LAUNCH

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Angela Ackerman
Date: Mon, May 9, 2016 at 10:13 PM
Subject: The Thesaurus Club Wants YOU! :)
To: Angela Ackerman
Cc: Becca Puglisi
I have to start this email off with a hug.
Because seriously, I feel like the luckiest person alive that you guys all signed up to find more
about this secret event without a clue as to the craziness I might be dragging you into! (No really,
it isn’t TOO crazy. Just, we hope, some serious fun.) I admit I am a bit nervous launching these
two books—it’s been 3 years since we last did a book launch, do you realize? All the more
reason to have you awesome guys in my corner. <3
In past years, we’ve run week long events that have really played into paying it forward,
trying to honor the incredible dedication writers do each and every day. These have been really
popular and it feels good to be able to give back to our community in some small way. Last
launch we had something called The Amazing Race where we raced for a week to see how many
writers we could collectively help with critiques, advice, blog reviews and such. It was terrific,
but wow, a lot of work for everyone (our volunteers were truly amazing!) So we thought this
year we would shift gears a bit and shake things up to focus on fun & our love of words.
And that’s what the Thesaurus Club is all about.
Thesauruses, well, they get a bad rap. You mention using one and some people leap to the
conclusion you’re writing a story loaded with bloated, complex words. But we know that isn’t
the case, that in using good judgement, a thesaurus is a powerful weapon. Especially now—there
are thesauruses on every writerly topic imaginable—Dialogue, Erotica, Fiction, Phrases, Colors,
Writing Ideas…and you know, our own little collection. My question is, why wouldn’t a writer
make use of some of these tools?
So Becca and I think it would be fun to celebrate our writerly love of words and thesauri
in particular through images, raising awareness of our new books, and in the process, give
writers a goal of cracking open a safe filled with a motherlode of prizes. Here’s how it will
work.

ROCK THE VAULT
Imagine a vault tucked away at the heart of Writers
Helping Writers, one that is loaded with writerly prizes.
What sort of prizes you ask? Two categories: things that
will help writers and authors, and experiences that are
setting specific and sensory in nature.
Anyone who wins the “Mystery Sensory Setting
Experience” for example, will visit one of the settings in
one of our books, on us. Will it be a restaurant or bakery
down the street from where they live? A bookstore located
at the nearby mall? The Spa? The movies? Something
else? It all depend on where each winner lives, and they
types of things they are into. We want to make a setting come alive for a writer, and give them an
experience to remember, so they see, hear, touch, taste and smell the location for themselves. In
the tiny off chance it turns out to be something they don’t wish to do, they can pay it forward and
pass on the experience to someone they know.

Here are some of the things we’re thinking about putting in the vault:
Now only a few of these prizes will be unlocked on Launch day. Then, throughout the
week, people have the opportunity to unlock more (hopefully all!) the prizes. All they have to do
is share an image of their favorite thesaurus (one of ours, Roget’s, whatever they wish) and use
the #myfavoritethesaurus hashtag. They can share it on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc.
What we really want to see is people have fun with this, and take a picture of their fav
thesaurus in a specific Setting. It would be so cool to see people get into it and take their
thesaurus book on a bit of an adventure. To this end, I am going to create an Instagram challenge
and hope that helps people get into it. :)
Every time a person shares an
original image, it gets tallied by
Becca or I, using the hashtag. At
certain benchmarks, more prizes
are unlocked. (The above are just
examples--if you have a great idea
for a writerly prize, let me know!)
if the hashtag reaches an overall
goal of say, 1000 original images,
all the prizes will be unlocked.
People can enter using a simple
form, and can “opt out” of any
prizes they don’t wish to be
included on.
Where you wonderful people come in:
Blog Love: the thing I need most of all is visibility during launch week. Right now, it is looking
like that will be the week of June 12th (our formatter had a health emergency and things have
taken a bit longer to process as a result, so we are probably a week away from having a firm
date). So if you have a blog and you are willing to allow me to hijack it for one day during
launch week, I will write up a post that will tell people about the event going on, and encourage
them to join the fun. This post can go up any time throughout the week, can be scheduled, and I
am happy to write it and format it, then send it to you as a word document so that you can upload
it through cut and paste. If you have a Blogger or WP blog, I will give you the exact HTML code
that you just load into the editor and all the formatting will line up beautifully. J I will do my best

to share links and drive traffic your way. I also create a blogger Pinterest board for every event I
run and encourage people periodically to follow the people on it & check out their blogs and
books. (I’m still sending people to the Random Acts of Kindness board, which I created in 2012
for the Emotion Thesaurus launch!)
Instagram Help: I literally just signed up for Instagram, lol. Over the next few weeks I will get
myself up to speed, but holy cow I could use some help, especially when it comes to
this Instagram Challenge thing. If you have ever run one before, I would love to learn from you.
If you have participated in one, you have an idea of how they work. I would love some help from
people willing to watch for the #myfavoritethesaurus hashtag during the week challenge and
like and comment if possible, spreading the enthusiasm. The cool part about this one is that as
you Instagram users know, challenges are a great way to get to now new people and end up with
new followers so this will help you build your audience, too.
Social media sharing: If you tweet, FB, G+ or hang out on linked in, again I would so
appreciate a few shares or tweets during launch week. To make this easy I am happy to create a
few “premade” links/tweets to share, so again it is a cut and paste. You guys know I am not into
spamming people, so no one need to feel they have to share. If you have an audience who might
find this a fun thing to be a part of, great, but if not, no worries. :) And I hope you will all
consider participating by uploading a picture somewhere too! :)
Book Reviewers: Becca and I would like to kick-start the review process for both books and to
that end would love to offer some of our ebooks in exchange for an honest review on Amazon
and Goodreads near the launch date. These reviews…ah, I know, I’m preaching to the choir and
all, but they are just so vitally important. So, we will have a limited amount of books for this and
will choose people on a first come first served as that the only way for no bias to be involved.
And please do be honest, with no fear of hurting our feelings! I am a firm believer that any fair
review has value, and feedback helps me grow as a writer, making the next book I write more
helpful and useful for you guys. :) (These books aren’t quite ready yet—it may be a few weeks).
Because I am not sure who might be interested in what, I have created this super-fast form if you
wouldn’t mind filling it out? This way I will know if you are interested in reviewing, or blogging
or something else, or wish to do multiple things. (Thank you!)
If this isn’t your thing, no worries! Ignore the form, and just send me a message back and I will
take you off this email list. It’s all good. :)
Thank you all again for letting me email you about this. I’ll be in touch soon. :)
Angela

THESAURUS CLUB FORM

Angela Ackerman

May 11

Hi all! Thank you again for being so utterly terrific and offering to help. That form will come in
handy for me to know who is interested in blogging, social media, Instagram, reviews, etc. And
as we get closer to June, I'll be in touch about all of these things.
If you left your handle on Instagram, I've followed you (or at least I hope I did--some of you had
multiple doppelgängers, and so I hope I picked the right "you"!) I loved looking at your pictures
today and was blown away by how artistic some look. Nicely done! Watching your feeds
(Stream? Whatever the cool kids call it) is going to help me figure out what I should be posting
and how to engage. :)
Thanks for the ideas some of you sent my way too--some really good ones for me to think about.
Sasha, your bingo idea is a bit like a treasure hunt I did on my blog before, and might tie in
nicely this time around too. :) If you haven't yet filled out the form, please do--you only have to
answer the questions that interest you--it's just to help me stay organized.
While I'm waiting for the ebook files and a few other pieces to fall into place, you might not hear
from me for a bit--I don't want to clog email boxes; I know you are all busy. I'm going to turn my
attention to creating some "sharables" that will work for twitter, Facebook, Instagram, etc. (If
you were kind enough to help with The One Stop For Writers launch, you'll know what I mean,
and if not, I'm talking about some image graphics with helpful writing/setting tips on them.) I
like these because they are so easy to share anywhere, and they are useful. I try to make things as
helpful as I can so people feel like they are getting something of value rather than being
promoted to. Once I have some of these ready, I will make sure you guys can access them in case
you wish to share any of it with your followers.
If you guys need anything, have questions, want to chat, just let me know! Also, please
remember that Becca and I do take guest posts at WHW, and this can be a good way to get
visibility. We have guest posting guidelines on the site (in the toolbar), so if you have a really
strong and unique idea (something not written about often) for a writing craft, marketing, or
publishing post that we could pair with your book cover and blurb, get in touch! Let me know
you're part of the Thesaurus Club when you fill out the form, provided your book is not erotica.
(Sorry!) I have no issues with erotica, but because we have so many elementary schools that
hook into WHW, we have to keep things PG, if that makes sense.

Have I told you how awesome you are? Seriously, it is times like this where I really feel so lucky
to be part of the writing community. :)
Okay, off I go! Have a terrific evening, guys! <3

______

Thesaurus Club News
Angela Ackerman

May 23

Hi guys--hope everyone has their virtual Thesaurus Club hats and T-shirts on, because it's time to
kick things into action. *blows horn* *passes out martinis*
First up, thank the gluten-free zombies, we have a date. Our launch event, ROCK THE VAULT, will
officially start June 13th and run through to the 20th.
It has driven me half-bald crazy to not know for sure when we'd be able to release the books, but
due to delays and problems in the print books design stage, Becca and I didn't feel confident
setting a date. Now that we've moved into ebook production and are working with a different
formatter, everything is going wonderfully fast and smooth, and we feel good about the 13th.
Thank you all for bearing with us!
So, for the next 2 weeks, I'll be getting everything ready for launch: doing all the behind-thescenes stuff for the giveaways, creating the posts for your blogs (if you signed up for that),
getting the prizes sorted (we've had a few people generously offer writing-focused prizes in
addition to our own prizes, like superhero Jennie Nash with her 6-week Blueprint to a Book
program spot--thank you Jennie!), so this is really going to be amazing. I am so excited. Many of
you have also sent me more ideas on what else to do for launch and discoverability, and I am still
going through those--thank you so much!

And if you signed up as a blogger, I will send a separate email about that closer to launch, don't
worry. And that post doesn't have to go up on the 13th--it can go up any time during launch
week, whatever works for your schedule. :)
If you signed up to review one of our books, Becca and I will contact the first 50 folks who so
kindly offered to review when they filled out this form. (if you haven't yet filled it out, please do
if you like!) I am hoping they will be done this week, fingers crossed! :)
Now if you guys are wondering what you can do in the meantime, I would love it if you could
help me encourage discoverability for The Setting Thesaurus books, but in a very non-promo
way.
SHARABLE IMAGES
What I have done is created several writing tips and checklists based on Setting Thesaurus
material that I hope writers will find helpful. This is basically how I market--by offering
something writers will find valuable in hopes it will be shared widely, leading to discoverability.
Here's an example:
______

Thesaurus Club Latest Update
Angela Ackerman

June 1 (11 days ago)

Hi everyone!
Wowza--so time is flying and we're within 2 weeks of launch. I want to seem all cool and
collected, but ha, I AM NOT lol. The more excited people get for these books, the more antsy I
get. Nerves, I tells ya--they never go away!
Luckily I have lots to keep me busy. :)

Here's where I am with everything:

BOOK REVIEW TEAM
I am expecting to have my hot little hands on the review copies of the Rural and Urban books
any day now. As soon as I do, I will send out emails to the first 50 people who expressed interest
in reviewing on the form and provided you're still interested, send you one of the two books. I
figure first come first serve is the best way to ensure that there's no bias on my part, and you
guys can feel 100% about leaving honest reviews on Amazon and Goodreads (and thank you for
that!) :)

BLOGGING TEAM
If you signed up let me hijack your blog (thank you!) at some point between June 13th and June
20th, I am just putting the finishing touches on the blog posts I'll be sending your way. These
posts basically mention the launch and point to the event, inviting people to participate. :) I will
send this to you along with instructions the week before Launch. This should give us lots of time
to get everything scheduled and ready to rumble.

I have also created a pinterest board of all of your lovely blogs. Check and make sure you're on
it? There were a few blog addresses in the form that led to broken URLS, so if you find yourself
missing this might be why. Just email me with the correct link and I'll add you asap. I share links
to this board and try to encourage people to check you out. Plus, this is an easy way for us to
keep track of one another to share posts if we wish, right? :)

INSTAGRAM TEAM
I have decided that with everything else on my plate I am not going to do an official "Instagram
challenge" but I still planning on encouraging people to post pictures of their Thesaurus using
the #myfavoritethesaurus hashtag. I hope you guys will also take time to post a picture or two
along with me so we can draw attention to the hashtag. We'll talk about this a bit more leading up
to release week. :)

SOCIAL SHARING TEAM:
Thank you for the tweets and shares on Facebook, and mentions elsewhere on the internet. This
really helps, you have no idea. You guys are terrific! A few things for you:

I created a pinterest board of Popular WHW blog posts, and on this board I included all the
sharable image tips and checklists.So, now if you want to repin anything, it will be so much
easier. The URLs to WHW are already on the pinterest images too, so all you have to do is click
to share, that's it. I hope this makes it easier. (And if you need to, you can still access the images
on the secret Thesaurus Club page.)
For those of you who aren't on Pinterest, don't worry, I've got you covered. I'm attaching a word
document that has all the Sharable Images. If you want to save these to your computer and share
that way, instructions are inside the document.:)

If anyone is looking for a few new links to tweet, here are a few:

3 Ways To Skyrocket "Blah" Writing to Amazing #writing #writetip
Looking For Great Articles to Strengthen Your Writing? The Writers Helping Writers Pinterest
board
Psst! Want to See a Hidden Setting From Becca & Angela's New Setting Thesaurus Books?
Here's "Police Car"
New Tools for The Writer's Tool Box #writing #amwriting
Level Up Your Setting by Thinking Outside The Box #writing #screenwriting

As always, only share to audiences you feel might find the links helpful, and no pressure to
share. Some of the links above are from blog posts you guys wrote--thank you! If yo've blogged
something about the Setting Thesaurus books and I've not found it yet, please let me know as I'd
love to see it. :)
Okay, that's it for now. As always, thank you so much. The only thing keeping me sane at this
point is you guys, I hope you know. (MANY HUGS)
If you have any questions or want to chat, feel free to get in touch!
~Ange

ATTACHMENT
These "sharables" as I call them can be shared on Twitter, Pinterest, Instagram, Facebook,
Tumblr, Blogs, G+...wherever you like. So, if you would like to share one now and again
anytime between now and launch (if you think your audience would find them helpful), please
do. :) If you can, add a link to our home page on our blog too, so people can find out more about
our upcoming books: http://writershelpingwriters.net/
I have put all of these sharables on a private page at Writers Helping Writers for you guys so they
are easier for you to access & save to phones to share or save to your computer if you want to put
one in a blog post, or pin one to pinterest, etc. But if any of you would rather me send them to
you another way, just let me know and I will happily do so. :) I will add more of these in a week
or so.

PREMADE TWEETS
Becca and I also have some Setting specific blog posts that again are helpful, not promotional,
and so will also encourage people discover our books. If you like, here are some "premade
tweets" you can copy and paste if it makes life easier (I know you are all busy people with your
own writing to do--I so appreciate you being willing to help)
Power Your Fiction: Using Weather To Create Mood, Not Clichés #writing
http://writersinthestormblog.com/2015/12/power-your-fiction-using-weather-to-create-mood-notcliches/
Adding Tension To Your Story: Setting as a Vehicle For Conflict #writing
@beccapuglisi
http://elizabethspanncraig.com/4417/setting-as-conflict/
How To Turn Your Setting Into An Obstacle Course #amwriting
http://writershelpingwriters.net/2016/05/turn-setting-obstacle-course/
Creating Unforgettable Settings Part 1: Choosing the Right Location For A
Scene #writing
http://writershelpingwriters.net/2011/01/creating-unforgettable-settings/
Setting Description: Writing More Than Just What Your Character Sees #amwriting
http://writershelpingwriters.net/2010/03/setting-description-writing-more-than-just-what-yousee/
Techniques For Atmosphere and Mood Building In Fiction #writetip
http://writershelpingwriters.net/2008/08/creating-atmosphere/
Again, don't feel you have to share, or that you have to share everything. Becca and I would
never want anyone to feel they are being spammed. Basically, if you see something that might
interest your audience ( a tweet or sharable) and you want to share once in a while, awesome. If
not, no worries! :)
If you have any questions, need help, anything, just fire me an email. And thank you all again-you are all terrific for helping. :)

Hi guys—hope everyone’s doing great!
If it’s easier for you, click any of these images on these two pages, then right click to see the
option, “save as a picture.” This will allow you to save it straight to your computer and share as
you wish, as you wish to use on your blog, Facebook, Twitter or anywhere else you’d like to. :)
~Angela

ATTACHMENTS AND LINKS FROM THIS EMAIL

Something Big Is Coming…
Posted on June 7, 2016 by Angela Ackerman
Today’s a special one for Becca and me. In less than a week, we will be expanding our thesaurus
family by adding The Rural Setting Thesaurus: A Writer’s Guide to Natural and Personal
Places and The Urban Setting Thesaurus: A Writer’s Guide to City Spaces.
We are very excited about these books, and hope they’ll change how you think about setting and
description. Sensory detail, a large part of each book, is an especially powerful way to draw
readers into our story’s world, so we really need to get it right.
Are you up for a short trip, dear blog reader? I’d like to show you exactly what I mean.

There’s a place Becca and I go, somewhere special. And, well, we have something there that I
think you’ll want to know more about.
You’re in? Great! Let’s head out now. The air is cooler with the sun tucking itself in for the night,
and as shadows grow longer, there’s less chance we’ll be seen.

See that door at the edge of the old Abbey’s courtyard? That’s
out ticket past the city walls unseen. Each year, the ivy strangles
it a bit more, and few even know it’s here. As far as I know,
Becca and I have the only keys. Heavy buggers too, these
knobby pieces of iron. Always dragging at our pockets.
Damn, stuck. Help me give it a shove? Just watch the ivy. It’s
slick with dew and if a piece happens to slither up against your
neck, you’re apt to scream. And, well, clearly a hidden exit is
only useful if it stays a secret.

Ah, that’s better. Out here, there’s lots of tree
cover, and dusk is closing in. We should be
safe from prying eyes.
I love the woods, don’t you? Each breath is
fresh and sharp with the tang of pine. Odd
though, how the mist is rolling in so quickly. I
can almost feel it, like a wet glove sliding
across my skin.
And not to start something, but does it
seem..a bit too quiet? Even our shoes are
barely scuffing the trail. I don’t know, maybe
the fog swallows the sound or something. You’re not from around here and so probably don’t
know, but a few years back, a couple came this way on a hike and simply…disappeared. All their
gear–backpacks, climbing poles, water bottles–sitting in a pile on the trail. But them? Nothing.
No trace.
I know, such a morbid thing to bring up. Still, let’s pick up the pace a bit?
Ahead, that tunnel at the end of those tracks? We’re headed in there.

Oh, the look on your face. Priceless. I wish you could see it!
Don’t worry, it’s barely a scrap of dark. No boogeymen, I promise. Besides, I brought my
headlamp, see? Trust me, Becca and I have come this way dozens of times. It’s safe. One
hundred percent. Would I lie to you?
So let’s go.
Okay, so I maybe I forgot to mention this part about a ladder. And, you know, going
underground. But here’s the thing…if I’d told you about this shaft, you might have never agreed
to come in the first place!

And really, you’ve come this far. What’s a tiny bit further? What’s waiting is worth it.
I’ll go first, so you can follow the light down. Hold onto the bars tightly because rust is settling
in. If some of the metal flakes away and your hand slips…well, best we don’t think about that.
Ta-da, solid ground. Feels good, doesn’t it? You were a champ, truly. Nicely done.
And guess what? If you open your eyes, you’ll see we’re here.

This is it: the writing cave. Our very own Thesaurus Club. Pretty amazing, right? Lights.
Electricity. High speed wi-fi. Becca and I pulled some strings to make this happen, let me tell
you.
No one bothers us here–it’s terrific! We can
really dig in get some serious writing done.
When that fireplace is crackling and wood
smoke is in the air, well, you’d love it. Home
away from home.
Ah, you spotted our vault. Sharp eye, my
friend, sharp eye. Manufactured steel, twelve
inches thick, twenty bolts, and completely
fire, flood, and apocalypse proof. It’s quite
the door, no two ways about it.
Bet you’re wondering what’s in there, am I
right?
Sure, I would be too, if I were in your shoes.

I mean, that’s some serious hardware for a writing cave.
And…I would like to tell you. I would.
But Becca, well, she’s a bit intenseabout
this stuff. And what is behind this
door is something we’re going to talk
about on June 13, the official release
date for our Setting Thesaurus books.
But I wanted you to see it today. I
wanted you to know how to get here. So
you can come back, on your own, in just
a few days.
…Because you are going to want to
come back.
…You are going to want to know what’s behind this door.

Mark your calendar. Set a reminder on your phone. Write the date in permanent ink on
your palm.
And take this key, the one for the abbey door. Tuck it away. Don’t lose it, whatever you do.
Remember, what happens in the Thesaurus Club stays in the Thesaurus Club.
The next meeting is June 13th, and you’re invited. Don’t be late. You won’t want to miss it, not
for the world.

The Setting Books are almost here, but in the meantime, try out a sample. Becca’s sharing
wisdom on How Writers Can Bring Setting to Life through Personification at Live Write Thrive.

And her recent podcast on Writing Captivating Novels Using the Emotion and Setting
Thesaurus is like a mini master class.

See you on the 13th!

PINTREST PAGE

Launch is less than a week away--wowza!
Angela Ackerman

June 7 (5 days ago)

*paper bag*
No really, I'm fine. *hides paper bag*
*shakes*
*binge chocolate eating*
Just a short note again to thank you all so much for your support! You guys have been so good to
Becca and I. Some quickie general items:

REVIEWER GODS
I believe all the review copies have been sent out, so thank you so much those of you who were
willing to review for us. By the way, it looks like you can already post review the books on
Amazon, but it will take a day or two for them to show up. I see there's a goodreads review up as
well, so I guess that's a go as well. (thank you guys!)

BLOGGER HEROES
Yesterday I sent out a blog post to everyone who signed up to let us hijack their blog sometime
during launch week, so if for some reason you didn't see that email, just give me a shout and I'll
resend. Thank you so much, all. If you have any trouble with the code or getting your post
scheduled for some time between the 13th and the 20th, just reach out and we'll get it up
together. :)

INSTAGRAMERS & SOCIAL SHARER TITANS OF AWESOME
I'll be in touch later in the week again regarding Instagram and whatnot. :)
In the meantime, if you like, here are two more tweets/links to share:
Something BIG is Coming to Writers Helping Writers...And You Won't Want To Miss It #writing
http://writershelpingwriters.net/2016/06/launch-mock-post/

How Writers Can Bring Setting To Life Through Personification http://www.livewritethrive.com/
2016/06/06/how-writers-can-bring-setting-to-life/ #writing

OUR LAUNCH EVENT NEXT WEEK

Once launch starts, people will see our prize vault and how some prizes are "unlocked" (meaning
they are available to be won), while some are still locked (so whether they will be drawn will be
up to them and if they share pictures with the #myfavoritethesaurus hashtag).
We're planning to encourage people to share their love of all books thesaurus in nature. Our
books, other people's thesaurus books, it doesn't matter. They take a picture on their phone of
their favorite thesaurus and post it online with the #myfavoritethesaurus hashtag. If we get to
500 original pictures we'll give away all prizes. It's free to enter for all, but the more people who
post pictures, the more prizes can be won.
I'm hoping many of you will participate, sharing a few photos of your own favorite thesaurus
books, digital or paper. :)

Here's a few pictures I have created to start sparking ideas if you did want to get an early start!
This one I might use in a tweet that says: "On no, the Nazgul is after #myfavoritethesaurus!
Visit http://writershelpingwriters.net/to see why this # is a big deal."

I also have a collection of weird gnomes (In
know, you guys are shocked, right?), so for this pic, I used one as a prop. :)
I could post this one on Facebook or to instagram with a message suggesting people check out
Rock The Vault and share their #myfavoritethesaurus picture to help unlock the prize vault,
typing in the URL: http://writershelpingwriters.net so they know where to go (or they can tag me
in the post and tell people to check out the link in my bio).

Here's a simple shelfie one, with some of my owl collection.
(Yep, I collect those too. And books!)

And Tracy Perkins made this one above for a blog post she wrote about the Setting Thesaurus
books (thank you Tracy!). I love how vintage it looks! I bet people would love this on instagram.

So whatever you want to do (if you wish to participate), simple or framed, go for it. :)
I want this to be fun, easy, and give people a way to be creative if they want. People could even
photoshop something crazy with a thesaurus book (yes please someone do this--like in the
middle of a zombie apocalypse???) or use picmonkey to make a collage.
Anyway, I hope these pictures spark some ideas. :) I am not the most artistic person when it
comes to photography but I have seen your posts on your blogs and social media and know that
many of you are talented in this area. So I am looking forward to seeing what you come up with
if you decide to participate!
That's it for now. :)
Happy picture-planning,
Angela
______
Launch Week Post HTML code attached: Group 3
Angela Ackerman

June 6 (6 days ago)

Hi Team Blogging! *cheering*
Okay, the big day has arrived--I have a word document attached that has the Wordpress
HTML code and the Blogger HTML code (whichever you need) for the blog post that I've asked
you to put up sometime during launch week. (MANY HUGS) All you should need to do is cut
and paste this code into your post window editor. If it works as it should, you can preview it and
then should see all the formatting, pictures, etc. all looking nice and neat! (There's a screenshot
in the document so you can see what it should look like.)
If you have any trouble at all, email me and I will work with you to get this post scheduled for
any day during the week of June 13th to the 20th.

ALSO: Because there are so many bloggers involved, I have separated you guys into four groups
(you're group #3) and created a unique post for each group. (The intro is different, and it links to
a unique "secret setting" at Writers Helping Writers). I did this so if your readers happen to catch
another post at a different blog that mentions our event first, chances are, the introduction
information will be new to them and they'll have something fresh to read (and a different secret
setting location to travel to!)
So, REALLY Important: Remember, before you hit "publish," make sure the post is scheduled,
and it looks good when you preview it. :) Some of the links in your post are live pages, so we
don't want people finding them before launch.
Also, if you use Blogger:
When you cut and paste this into your HTML post editor, switch it to COMPOSE before you
preview or you may get an error message. If you get this message, don't do anything--just switch
to compose. If you select "fix" when the error comes up, it will "break" the images and you'll
have to upload them yourself and put them into the post.
If this happens, here's the main picture you would need:
I tested it, and if you hit preview and publish in COMPOSE the post works fine. :)
If you have another website other than WP or blogger, try the HTML and see if it works.
If it doesn't, message me and I will give you the post in a word document, no HTML. :)

Thank you all so, so, SO much! I am super excited for this, and our launch would barely make a
splash if it weren't for you guys. Seriously, you are all the absolute best. <3
Angela :)
You need any help at all, or if you have questions, please reach out and I'm happy to help!
http://writershelpingwriters.net/rock-vault-prize-page/

Rock The Vault Starts Tomorrow

Angela Ackerman

3:53 PM (3 hours ago)

Hi everyone,
I will admit that what happened today in Orlando has dampened my spirit somewhat—it is a bit
harder today to try and focus on next week, because in light of what happened, a fun, creativityfocused event seems…trivial. Becca and I both are still a bit in shock, and find it disheartening
that with all our education, and all the advantages we have in North America, that some don’t
have a greater appreciation for life. All life. My heart goes out to everyone in Orlando, and to
people elsewhere living in fear because things like this keep happening.
However, a lot of people (you!) have worked hard to get ready for Rock the Vault, creating
pictures (I hope!) to share with the #myfavoritethesaurus hashtag, scheduling blog posts,
and sharing online to boost awareness. So we will roll forward. It is my hope that the creative
picture sharing we’ll all be encouraging people will do may become a bright spot in what will be
a heavy week for some. But of course, if there’s anyone who is not feeling up to it, I completely
understand. Some of you may need to divert your energy to helping others through this situation.
Just know if there’s anything I can do, please get in touch—I have two ears if you need to talk.
Okay, onward we go. I love you guys. Here’s just a recap of this week.
Our goal is to encourage people to get involved in the #myfavoritethesaurus picture-sharing
event by posting a picture of their favorite thesaurus (any thesaurus, not just ours) and use the
hashtag so Becca and I can count these pictures. We all love writing, we all love learning, so why
not celebrate it? Thesaurus books get a bit of a bad rap. Any tool, used with care, can greatly
improve our skills, and the thesaurus is no exception. So we, the Thesaurus Club, will help
reinforce this throughout the week as we share pictures and have some fun with this. And of
course, the benefit is unlocking more prizes in the prize vault.
The rules go like this: the more original #myfavoritethesaurus pictures are shared this week,
the more prizes we will unlock. Our goal is 500 unique thesaurus pictures. Becca and I really
want to give away ALL of these prizes, not just some. Tomorrow’s post at WHW will outline the
rules, have the form to enter, and a full description of prizes.

If you want to look at the prizes now, GO HERE (but please don’t share this page with anyone
yet as it is live, but Rock The Vault doesn’t start until tomorrow.) I will hook up the form
later tonight and of course you are all welcome to enter the draw.

INSTAGRAM FOLKS
I am hoping those of you who are active on Instagram can really help here as I’m still behind the
learning curve as a “newer” user. If you have a picture of a thesaurus, please share it on
Instagram and in your comment, use the #myfavoritethesaurus hashtag and suggest people

check out the Rock The Vault giveaway at Writers Helping Writers this week. You can tag
me and tell people the URL is in my bio, or just cut and paste the URL: http://
writershelpingwriters.net/ whichever you prefer. I plan on posting a different Thesaurus picture
each week. I hope some of you will too, or post a few.

The other thing you can do is like/comment on other pictures with the
#myfavoritethesaurus hashtag.
This perhaps will encourage more to get involved. Also, something to think about, but if you are
looking to build your network on Instagram, my guess is that anyone who is using this hashtag is
a writer, if you are interested in finding and following more writers.

SOCIAL SHARERS
Just like on Instagram, our hope is that people get into the creative aspect of showing off their
favorite thesaurus with a picture. How you can support this is to help make the event
discoverable by 1) occasionally tweeting a link that points toward the event (such as a blog post
from one of our bloggers listed in this Pinterest board), 2) share occasional sharable images I
sent out to everyone in a previous email:

(you can also find all the Setting Thesaurus sharable images here.)
And/Or by tweeting/sharing one of the following links/tweets:
Power Up Your Fiction With Sensory Description #writing
http://elizabethspanncraig.com/blog/
Setting Should Do More: Using It as a Vehicle For Conflict #writing
http://elizabethspanncraig.com/4417/setting-as-conflict/
How Writers Can Bring Setting To Life Using Personification (Bookmark!)
http://www.livewritethrive.com/2016/06/06/how-writers-can-bring-setting-to-life/
Find The Right Setting For Your Scene By Thinking Outside The Box #writetip
http://writershelpingwriters.net/2016/05/level/
How To Turn Your Setting Into An Obstacle Course (Bookmark!) #writing
http://writershelpingwriters.net/2016/05/turn-setting-obstacle-course/
3) occasionally RT a #myfavoritethesaurus image

4) Share this image below on FB, Twitter, Tumblr, or wherever you hang out + a description of
the event & URL http://writershelpingwriters.net so people can find the Rock The Vault event:

You’ll notice I used the word “occasionally” a lot. We have to be careful that we’re not flooding
the same tweets and images in our enthusiasm to the point that people start to feel spammed. So
share only what feels right for you, and to the people you feel right sharing with. Plus too,
this should be fun for you, not work.

BLOGGERS
Thank you all for offering to post for us this week! I am hoping that by now everyone has their
posts scheduled and ready to go. If you don’t, just email me and I’ll be happy to help. The day
the post goes live, just check it quickly to make sure it all looks as it should.
And I will make sure my WHW post is up at 12 AM on the 13th, EST. So if your posting on the
13th but your time zone is a bit off from EST, me posting early should hopefully mean my post is
up when yours is so you have somewhere to send people.
If you are part of the reddit community and think a subreddit might be interested in this bit of
fun, please feel free to link to Writers Helping Writers.
If you post about this in a Facebook group, please make sure the post doesn’t seem promotional,
and only if you are sure the group admins will be okay with the post. I really try to avoid
promotion, and FB groups unfortunately get hit with a lot. This week isn’t about selling our
books, just discoverability and some writing-related fun.
If anyone has any questions, ideas, comments, just hit me up! I will be everywhere online this
week as much as I can, visiting blogs, posting pictures, etc. If I see some really good pictures I
might start a post to showcase them on our Writers Helping Writers Facebook page. So if you see
something awesome (or you made one yourself that’s super creative), let me know! I’ll ask the
owner for permission to share it on my page.
Oh, one last thing: on each of the 4 “secret” setting pages we have at Writers Helping Writers
(like the police car one), there is a 25% off coupon for One Stop For Writers, just a small bonus
we’ve added to include a treasure hunt aspect (the blog posts all link to one of these 4 “secret”
settings). I didn’t know if any of you were members there, but if so, I wanted you to know about
the coupon code so you can hopefully use it on your next invoice.

Okay, that’s it. We’re ready. Here’s to all the awesome Thesaurus Club members having a
terrific week! I hope you guys have fun with these pictures, and look forward to seeing what
your #myfavoritethesaurus books are! And don't forget to enter the draw yourselves!
As always, thank you all so much. <3 If there’s anything Becca and I can do to support you this
week, let us know. :)
Angela

BLOG POST COPY
There's nothing better than becoming lost in the story world within minutes of starting a book.
And as writers, this is what we're striving to do: pull the reader in, pull them down deep into the
words, make them feel like they are experiencing the story right alongside the hero or heroine.
A big part of achieving this is showing the character's surroundings in a way that is textured
and rich, delivering this description through a filter of emotion and mood. It means we have to be
careful with each word we choose, and describe the setting in such a way that each sight, sound,
taste, texture, and smell comes alive for readers. This is no easy task, especially since it is so
easy to overdo it—killing the pace, slowing the action, and worst of all, boring the reader. So
how can we create a true unique experience for readers and make them feel part of the
action while avoiding descriptive missteps that will hurt the story?
Well, there's some good news on this front. Two new books have released this week that may
change the description game for writers. The Urban Setting Thesaurus: A Writer's Guide to City
Spaces and The Rural Setting Thesaurus: A Writer's Guide to Personal and Natural Spaces look
at the sights, smells, tastes, textures, and sounds that a character might experience within 225
different contemporary settings. And this is only the start of what these books offer writers.
In fact, swing by and check out this hidden entry from the Urban Setting Thesaurus: Antiques
Shop.

And there's one more thing you might want to know more about....
Becca and Angela, authors of The Emotion Thesaurus, are celebrating their double release with a
fun event going on from June 13-20th called ROCK THE VAULT. At the heart of Writers
Helping Writers is a tremendous vault, and these two ladies have been hoarding prizes of epic
writerly proportions.

A safe full of prizes, ripe for the taking...if the writing community can work together to
unlock it, of course.
Ready to do your part? Stop by Writers Helping Writers to find out more!

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Angela Ackerman <angela.l.ackerman@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Jun 15, 2016 at 4:33 PM
Subject: Thesaurus Club Love

Hi guys! Well, here we are, three days into launch week, the books are out, no one saying
anything horrific about them, so WOOT! (Seriously, the anxiety of book launches. Why do we
do this again? Ah yes, because we love, love, love writing!)
I just wanted to give a BIG thank you from Becca and myself for all the love you've shown us
and our books. You've taken time and energy from your own writing, and supported us with
blogging and cheer-leading and social sharing and reviewing, and of course, kindly encouraging
our Thesaurus-writing adventures by buying our books. You are they very best people out
there. :)
I know it is not much, but Becca and I wanted to do a small, separate "Rock The Vault" just for
you. So, if you like, enter this form to be entered in a draw open only to Thesaurus Club team
members. :)
Also, another way I wanted to help was to talk about the marketing side of book launches but
unfortunately I am leaving in two weeks for a month and am pretty swamped right now. Putting a
webinar together just isn't something I can accomplish in that time, along with everything else.
So, as has happened several times now, in swoops the magnificent Jennie Nash of Author
Accelerator, offering to run an author interview-style webinar to discuss just this--our Setting
Thesaurus book launch, from the inside, looking at the strategy, challenges, and offer
marketing insights that all authors can benefit from. Not only is Jennie a writing coach and
savvy businesswoman, she's been right here with us in The Thesaurus Club, so she's is the
perfect insider to pepper me with questions. :)
I know marketing is difficult. Understanding how to find and connect with our exact audience is
no easy feat. Building a following can be daunting, leading many to seek out (and waste time and
money) on shortcuts. Any questions I can answer to help with this I will, because one thing that
isn't a waste is learning from people who are doing the very things we need to learn how to do.
If attending this marketing interview sounds like pure coolness to you, the sign up is HERE. The
time is set for June 24th at 12 PM EST and there will be an open Q & A as I understand it. Plus,

Jennie's offering a recording available to anyone who signs up, in case the timing doesn't quite
work out.
Feel free to cut and paste this link:
https://app.webinarjam.net/register/19288/4e21c68272
and give it to other authors who may wish to also attend. (Please don't forward this email
though as it contains the giveaway form, and that's just for you!)
Finally, I am loving all the pictures you guys have been posting to Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram using the #myfavoritethesaurus hashtag. I know it was a difficult start with the
tragedy in Orlando, but I also think this is why posting these pictures is important. I am getting a
lot of feedback from people that these #myfavoritethesaurus pics are fan and making them
smile again. What could be better than that?
Here's just a few running around the internet…

I hope you guys will join the fun. Post a picture or two. My readers online are enjoying the
interaction, and I bet yours will too. Let's celebrate our love of Thesaurus books (all of them!)
together, right up to the 20th! :)
Happy week!
Angela

Angela Ackerman
to bcc: me

June 20 (1 day ago)

Well we did it! Or, I should say YOU DID IT, because so much of this launch was in your oh-socapable hands. Becca and I so pleased with how this event went, and how much fun everyone
had. This is all because of you guys, so thank you so much!
Truly, Becca and I appreciate all the hard work and time you gave over to this event. I can't tell
you what it means to say, "Hey, I need some help?" and have 170 of you respond. It is just so
mind blowing that so many believe in what we do, and were willing to give energy over to
helping us. Thank you all so much!
I've closed down the private Thesaurus Club giveaway along with the Rock The Vault one, and
will be in touch with the winners of each prize within the next 24 hours.

Now I don't have enough prizes to go around to all of you (even though you each deserve a
bounty of chocolate boyfriends and so much more!) so I do hope you'll join me
for Friday's webinar with Jennie Nash so I can hopefully answer some questions regarding
marketing and give back a bit that way.
Also, I want to remind everyone that we do take guest posts at Writers Helping Writers as long as
they center on a topic that pertains to writers that is fresh or has a new angle, are well crafted,
and provide new ideas or tips our readers can ponder and use. Guest posts can help people find
your blog, and give your book covers some visibility, as we pair a small book blurb and your
cover with the post if you wish us to. :)
If you have a unique idea for a guest post, just go to the "guest post guidelines" in our menu and
follow the instructions. Let us know that you are a Thesaurus Club member too, please!
Thank you all again, and especially too for providing feedback on this launch in the prize form.
This helps me ensure the next one is even better and easier to participate in! :)
What else can I say other than you are all magnificent? Because you are, each and every one of
you.
See you online, and stay in touch! :)
Angela & Becca

A note from Angela and Becca:
Hi everyone! I hope you found the webinar Q & A on book launches helpful, and hopefully this swipe
file will give you a good idea of how to interact with your team and manage it before and during
your launch. As you can see, there's a lot of work involved, but the rewards of creating an event
that is fun and easy to do encourages great engagement and discoverability with your audience,
and as authors, isn't this what we all want?
Planning and strategizing what you'll need in advance of the event is an important part of running
a successful launch. That said, the biggest factor of your event's success isn't anything you do...it
will come down to your team members and what they do. This is why infusing your communication
with enthusiasm and strong team spirit is really important. We had an amazing Thesaurus Club
team for this launch, and enough thanks cannot be given for all they did for Becca and me.
A very special thanks needs to go to Jennie Nash and her team at Author
Accelerator who not only went above and beyond to help with our launch, they
also organized this webinar Q & A and created this swipe file for you! Like
Becca and I, they believe in community and how when writers work together, we
succeed together. I hope you'll check them out sometime, especially if you are
struggling with the next step of your writing path, and need someone in your
corner because Jennie and her team are true advocates for writers.
One last thing--if you'd like a bit if extra help with Social Media Marketing and Planning Creative
Book Launches, we have more PDF handouts (free, of course) at Writers Helping Writers on
the Tools For Writers page. From the outside, marketing can seem overwhelming, but if you take it a
step at a time and focus on connection, not promotion, you'll see it is very rewarding.
Here's to us all getting out there, building relationships with people who share and appreciate our
passions, and connecting with our true audiences!
Happy writing,
Angela & Becca

